
ABSTRACT: At all levels - global, national and local – food supply chains are facing unprecedented pressure. The Covid pandemic 
brought home to the UK its reliance in international trade links to ensure a steady supply of food. In particular, the UK is dependent on 
many highly perishable products such as fruit and vegetable which for seasonality reasons cannot be produced in the UK. Fresh produce 
supply-chains are therefore the archetype of "just-in-time" modality, where delays or disruption leads to food waste and massive financial 
losses. The Trusted Bytes project has been funded by the UK Government’s Manufacturing made smarter Industrial Research fund to ad-
dress these challenges. The project brings together technology businesses and academic research teams to work with fresh produce provid-
ers to develop an interoperable ecosystem for trusted data exchange. Outcomes are being integrated with new standards-compliant API's to 
facilitate cross border transition alongside new telecommunications technologies that provide ubiquitous access to data. This talk also de-
scribes the underlying research that has contributed to these concepts, namely the role of new technology and of data in digitalized supply 
chain, as well as interdisciplinary collaborative research and the co-creation process needed when transferring innovation to the wider com-
munity.  

 

PANEL DISCUSSION: A panel will follow with scientists and action leaders to advance convergence science and innovation at the food, 
health, medicine and healthcare  interfaces for  addressing challenge and possibilities afforded by open-sciences in accelerating world-scale 
transformation toward sustainable prosperity. Discussion will also explore how digital transformation of science, business and society 
can  accelerate the bridging of seemingly incompatible commons and value-capture logics, capabilities, processes and impacts 

 

ABOUT THE SERIES: The Convergent Innovation Webinar Series features cutting edge science, technology and innovation in agri-
culture, food, environment, education, medicine and other domains of everyday life  where grand challenges lie at the convergence of 
health and economics. Powered by data science,  artificial intelligence, and other digital technologies, this disciplinary knowledge bridges 
with behavioural, social, humanities, business, economics, social, engineering, and complexity sciences to accelerate real-world solution at 
scale, be it in digital or physical contexts.  Initiated in the agri-food domain, the series is now encompassing other grand challenges facing 
modern and traditional economies and societies, such as ensuring lifelong wellness and resilience at both the individual and population 
levels.  

For more information or to subscribe, contact: 

sabina.hamalova@mcgill.ca or visit us @MCCHE 

#GlobalPulseDay 

#LovePulses 

Global Pulse Innovation Platform:  
 

 

Steve Brewer is a research and project coordinator at the Lincoln Institute for Agri-
Food Technology (LIAT) at the University of Lincoln (UK) working on projects that aim 
to reduce food waste, increase nutritional value and productivity, and reduce environ-
mental impact across the supply chain. He has been coordinating the UKRI-funded In-
ternet of Food Things Network Plus, an interdisciplinary UK-wide initiative as well as 
supporting two Innovate UK projects developing innovative digitally-enabled food man-
ufacturing and production supply chain solutions with industrial partners. In addition 
to data-centric food production supply chains, he is also interested in how human net-
works in the research community better connect with wider societal goals. His research 
is looking into how best practices emerge from networks and what governance mecha-
nisms and skill sets can best optimise such practices whether at a human or data shar-
ing level of interaction. His research environment is split between Prof Simon Pearson’s 
LIAT group at the University of Lincoln and Prof Jeremy Frey’s Computational Systems 
Chemistry Group at the University of Southampton.  
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Chair: Laurette Dubé (Scientific Director of MCCHE)  

Co-Chair & Moderator: John G. Keogh (Professor of Practice, MCCHE; Founder, Shantalla Inc.) 

Digitalizing food supply systems through data sharing to combine business 
goals with societal benefits: Reflections on the UK Trusted Bytes project.  

The Convergent Innovation Webinar Series: 

Inventing “One-World” Solutions for Lifelong Wellness and Sus-

tainable Economic Growth 

https://www.mcgill.ca/desautels/mcche
https://mcgill.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIkdu-rrjIrH9Lcn8qrEy_QRa6Ll2lf0bm1


Chair: Laurette Dubé, initially trained as a nutritionist, also holds degrees in finances (MBA), mar-

keting (MPS), and behavioral decision-making/consumer psychology (PhD). Dr. Dubé is Full Profes-

sor at the Desautels Faculty of Management, McGill University. Her research focuses on the study of 

affects, behavioral economics, and neurobehavioral processes underlying consumption, lifestyle, and 

health behavior. Her translational research examines how such knowledge can inspire effective inter-

ventions. She is also the founder and scientific director of the McGill Centre for the Convergence of 

Health and Economics, a unique initiative to push the boundaries of science to tackle societal and 

economic challenges and foster individual and collective health and wealth. 

Moderator: John G. Keogh is a strategist, C-level advisor and academic researcher with 25 years of 

executive leadership roles as Director, VP and SVP in global Supply Chain Management, Infor-

mation Technology, Technology Consulting and global Supply Chain Standards. He advises the pub-

lic and private sectors worldwide and is a regular subject matter expert on TV and Radio. Mr. Keogh 

is managing principal at Toronto-based, niche advisory and research firm Shantalla Inc. Mr. Keogh 

holds a PG diploma and an MBA in Management and an MSc in Business and Management Re-

search in transparency and trust. He is currently completing doctoral research on transparency and 

trust in food chains at Henley School of Business, University of Reading. 

John Breslin is a Personal Professor in Electronic Engineering at the College of Science and Engi-

neering at the National University of Ireland Galway, where he is Director of the TechInnovate / 

AgInnovate programmes. John has taught electronic engineering, computer science, innovation and 

entrepreneurship topics over the past 20 years. Associated with three SFI Research Centres, he is a 

Co-Principal Investigator at Insight (Data Analytics) and Confirm (Smart Manufacturing), and a 

Funded Investigator at VistaMilk (AgTech). He has written 250 peer-reviewed academic publica-

tions (h-index of 45, 8650 citations, best paper awards from IoT, DL4KGS, SEMANTiCS, ICE-

GOV, ESWC, PELS), and co-authored the Irish bestsellers Old Ireland in Colour 2, Old Ireland in 

Colour, and also The Social Semantic Web and Social Semantic Web Mining. He co-created the 

SIOC, implemented in hundreds of applications (by Yahoo, Boeing, Vodafone, etc.) on at least 

65,000 websites with 35 million data instances. John is Co-Founder of boards.ie (Ireland's largest 

discussion forum website), adverts.ie (classified ads website), and StreamGlider (real-time streaming 

newsreader app). He is Co-Founder of the Galway City Innovation District / PorterShed and Startup 

Galway. John is Chair of WestBIC, and on the Steering Group of Scale Ireland. He coordinates the 

STARTED Erasmus+ Knowledge Alliance.   

Dr. Isam Faik is an Assistant Professor of Information Systems at the Ivey Business School, West-

ern University. His research investigates the digital transformation of organizations and society with 

particular focus on the transformation of highly institutionalized practices and structures. Isam re-

ceived his Ph.D. in Management Studies, as a Gates scholar, from the Judge Business School, Uni-

versity of Cambridge. He completed his master’s and bachelor's degrees in Engineering from McGill 

University. Prior to joining the Ivey Business School, he held faculty positions at the National Uni-

versity of Singapore and the University of Southampton in the UK. 



Diana Sabrain is the Chief Executive Officer and Co-Founder of OneAgrix, the world’s agricultural and 

Halal digital trade ecosystem helping nations achieve food security by solving the world’s food system 

challenges. Diana has more than a decade under her belt starting, executing and growth hacking compa-

nies. She has led in B2B2G negotiations to facilitate large scale tendered projects and billion dollar devel-

opments in agrifood, hard commodities and infrastructure. She was the youngest nominated Youth Chair-

person for SPBWA (Singapore Professional and Business Women Association) (2008) and mentioned in 

a speech by Singapore’s minister at the Istana, presidential palace as a young entrepreneur whom demon-

strated "Community excellence". Diana is an authority figure on topics of global trade, geoeconomics and 

technology focusing on solving Agri-food and Halal food supply-chain, food security and food transpar-

ency challenges. She is an established speaker, often invited to conferences and think-tanks around the 

globe, joining hundreds of World leaders from more than 70 countries, representing business, govern-

ment, academia and civil society. 

Dr Samuel Fosso Wamba is a Full Professor at Toulouse Business School, France. Prior, he was Associ-

ate Professor at NEOMA Business School, Rouen, France and Senior lecturer at the School of Infor-

mation Systems & Technology (SISAT), University of Wollongong, Australia. He earned an MSc in 

mathematics, from the University of Sherbrooke in Canada, an MSc in e-commerce from HEC Montreal, 

Canada, and a Ph.D. in industrial engineering, from the Polytechnic School of Montreal, Canada. His cur-

rent research focuses on business value of Information and communications technology (ICT), inter-

organisational system (e.g., Radio Frequency Identification technology(RFID°, social media tools) adop-

tion and use, e-government, supply chain management, electronic commerce and mobile commerce. Re-

cently, he has been working on the use of ICT for empowerment and inclusion of women in rural areas of 

developing countries, as well as ICT-enabled emergency services delivery during crisis (e.g., bushfires, 

tsunami). He is CompTIA RFID+ Certified Professional, Academic co-Founder of RFID Academia and 

Founder and CEO of e-m-RFID.biz. He is the Coordinator of the newly created Artificial Intelligence & 

Business Analytics Cluster of Toulouse Business School, France. 

Javad Nasiry is an associate professor of Operations Management at McGill Desautels Faculty of Man-

agement where he joined in 2019.  He teaches courses on statistics, decision analytics, and operations 

management at the undergraduate and graduate levels including the MBA and MMA (Master of Manage-

ment in Analytics) programs. His main research interests are in behavioral operations, supply chain man-

agement, sustainability, retail operations, operations-marketing interface, and empirical operations-

finance interface.  His work in behavioral operations elaborates on whether and how psychological phe-

nomena such as reference effects may affect aggregate variables (e.g., market demand) and their implica-

tions on firms' operational policies especially in pricing, inventory, and assortment.  He employs both 

analytical and experimental research methods to explore the related research questions.  His research in 

sustainable operations focuses on the environmental consequences of new business models in apparel, 

renewable energy, and agriculture industries. Prior to joining McGill, he was an associate professor of 

operations management in the School of Business and Management at the Hong Kong University of Sci-

ence and Technology (HKUST) where he joined in 2010.  He taught courses on operations management 

and pricing and revenue management at the undergraduate and graduate levels including the MBA pro-

gram. 

Louise Manning is Professor of Agri-food and Supply Chain Security at the Royal Agricultural Univer-

sity, and Director of Knowledge Exchange. Louise has worked for over 35 years in the agri-food supply 

chain in a range of roles. Her expertise is in the area of food security and food integrity including food 

safety, food quality, food crime, policy and governance, social and corporate responsibility, resilience, 

risk assessment and mitigation strategies. Louise has carried out projects for government bodies and com-

panies across the world. This work includes strategic risk analysis and mitigation for both corporate or-

ganisations and public bodies. She has been published in peer-reviewed journals, authored book chapters 

and written and edited books in the subject area. Louise's research work also involves undertaking desk-

top reviews; qualitative and quantitative fieldwork including focus groups, workshops and in-depth inter-

views, questionnaire design and analysis, strategic framework, communication systems and model design 

and developing tools to drive risk communication and engagement of stakeholders at all levels of the sup-

ply chain.  


